
Life and nature are sacred , 
ouster and profit are a sin

“People of the San Carlos Apache Nation from Arizona had on …Thuesday and 
Wednesday 21.-22. of Juli 2015 a rally with hundreds of people to the US-Capital 
Washington and besieged the  Kapitol. This manifestation was the culmination  of the 2 
weeks and a half  during »Journey to D. C.« against the sale of their sacred land  Oak 
Flat by US-Kongress to foreign  mining giants.”

The uprise of the apaches against the rape of their sacred land shows us the perspective of 
liberation.

They understand the  robbery of Oak Flat as a war against their religion and as the greatest sin of 
the world:” They declared war on our religion, we must stand in unity and fight to the very end, for
this is a holy war." Wendsler Nosie Sr. said, and they are right.

We must enter this combat, because this is also our fight.

What had been common  5000 years ago, before the age of war started all over the world   is still 
alive today in indigenous communities. They respect mother earth as the origin of live and are 
grateful for all gifts , which we receive from her. They knew:

You cannot own the nature, because you are part of her.

As warlords 5000 years before subordinated other nations and took possession of their land, which
they encircled with nation borders and enslaved the bereft people, they established the rule of 
abolition of life , domination  and exploitation.   

This war societies, which are class – and state societies, have persisted until today.



Since then a horrible paradigm has governed the world: The party being able to kill the most 
people is the most powerful and most respected party. Countless wars are waged to reach the 
vanguard of domination , which means to create and maintain an empire. 

Today this empire is the USA, on the land, which was robbed  from the native inhabitants such as 
the apache, who were ejected into ghettos.

Now  they have been dispossessed from  oak flat, their sacred land. This land is sacred because 
Apaches keep mother earth and life in general holy. This paradigm is opposite to that which 
governs the so called civilized  world, but in effect is the most barbaric. 

Sanctification of life stands against sanctification of annihilation of life and nature as 
well as profit

Therefore the fight of the apaches is our fight.

We stand side by side in this  holy war against the greatest sin of the world for the  withdrawal of  
taking oak flat form them, above all the expropriations of the   last 500 years.

The most sophisticated weaponry for mass elimination of life had been and are developed and 
have today  won a destructive potential  to such an extend , that with the threat of a nuclear war 
coming from the USA, the existence of the planet is at risk.

The war to end the regiment of life annihilation and exploytation and to    raise the 
sanctification of life and nature  to the throne,  is the only true holy war.

We , the 99% must join the fight of the apaches for the sanctification of Nature and Life and the 
prevention of the destruction of this planet. 

The recapture of oak flat could be the turning point and  this message is intended to cover the 
whole world

Rise up for the sanctification of life
Join the fight of the apaches

Sign the petition

occupyfrankfurt.net
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